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The patent on Crestor is set to expire in , which may lead to the availability of generic versions. There are seven
different types of statins approved for use in the United States, and each one works in the body a little differently. Dark
meaning of bubble-gum Pumped Up Kicks is tough to chew. It contended that the drug was in that way protected from
competition, even for use in treating high cholesterol in adults, by the Orphan Drug Act, which encourages companies to
develop drugs for rare diseases. The move should considerably decrease the price of the drug and result in a sharp loss of
market share for AstraZeneca. That's not true for cardiologist Dr. The basics Among the most potent types of statin is
atorvastatin, which is available as a generic and in a brand-name form Lipitor. AstraZeneca argued that since the labels
of the generics are generally supposed to be identical to that of the brand-name drug, the F. In , with the patent life on
Crestor nearing its end, AstraZeneca tested the drug in 14 children with a rare disease called homozygous familial
hypercholesterolemia , which puts people at a high risk of heart attacks because of extremely high cholesterol levels.
Newsletter Sign Up Continue reading the main story Please verify you're not a robot by clicking the box. Events Guide
Television Theater Video: Tell us what you think. It could continue its lawsuit and seek a reversal of the F. The study
showed that Crestor lowered cholesterol more than a placebo, not a big surprise, and that was enough for approval. You
agree to receive occasional updates and special offers for The New York Times's products and services. One commonly
prescribed statin, rosuvastatin Crestor , has no generic version available. And on Wednesday, the agency approved
generics from eight manufacturers. Its stock was up slightly in late morning trading. Like many other drugs, most statins
are available in generic and brand-name versions.CRESTOR will continue to be readily available. If you prefer to keep
taking the brand over a generic option, talk with your doctor. Sep 28, - What you should know about: Generic vs.
brand-name statins. September 28 Patients report different responses to various statins, as well as to generic and
brand-name versions of the same statin type. The patent on Crestor is set to expire in , which may lead to the availability
of generic versions. Mar 5, - Initially it seemed GR was much more affordable for my patients than Crestor, however
recently, I have had many of them report a rise in its cost. Why Would The Generic Cost More Than Crestor? The
reasons for brand name versus generic pricing are many and complex, and they yield insight into the legal. Feb 5, - One
of the most commonly prescribed brand name drugs in the U.S., the cholesterol-lowering drug Crestor, will become
available in a generic version later this year. If you've been paying high co-pays for brand-name Crestor, you'll likely get
an immediate price break if you switch to the generic version. Jun 21, - With Crestor's patent exclusivity officially
expiring on July 8, , we thought we'd dive deep into the difference between brand vs generic drugs and what's next for
the drug that is used to lower cholesterol and triglycerides. First of all, you'll begin seeing a Crestor generic alternative
available for sale. every one percent increase in generic drug use*. By buying generic drugs, you can save your own
hard earned dollars and help reduce costs to your health care plan. Take a look at the huge cost difference between a
brand-name drug and a generic drug: BRAND-NAME: Crestor. GENERIC NAME: Rosuvastatin Calcium. Jul 5, - What
is rosuvastatin, and how does it work (mechanism of action)?; What brand names are available for rosuvastatin? Is
rosuvastatin available as a generic drug? Do I need a prescription for rosuvastatin? What are the uses for rosuvastatin?
What are the side effects of rosuvastatin? What is the dosage for. Nov 16, - For many patients, it will likely come down
to money: the blockbuster drug Lipitor is about to go generic. Brand-name statins can cost patients some $ a month. But
after the patent on Lipitor expires on Nov. 30, the availability of generic versions could drop its price by 80%. The
patent on Crestor which. In the METEOR study, involving participants treated with rosuvastatin 40 mg (n=) or placebo
(n=) with a mean treatment duration of years, % of subjects treated with CRESTOR versus % of placebo-treated subjects
discontinued due to adverse reactions. The most common adverse reactions that led to. May 2, - The FDA approval on
Friday of the first generic version of rosuvastatin (Crestor) marked the end of an era and the beginning of a major shift in
cardiovascular medicine. Over time, as the price of rosuvastatin drops with generic competition, it seems likely that the
dominant statin in the market for 2 decades.
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